
Архангельск   (8182)63-90-72   
Астана   (7172)727-132   
Астрахань   (8512)99-46-04   
Барнаул   (3852)73-04-60   
Белгород   (4722)40-23-64    
Брянск   (4832)59-03-52   
Владивосток   (423)249-28-31   
Волгоград   (844)278-03-48   
Вологда   (8172)26-41-59   
Воронеж   (473)204-51-73   
Екатеринбург   (343)384-55-89 

Иваново   (4932)77-34-06    
Ижевск   (3412)26-03-58    
Казань   (843)206-01-48   
Калининград   (4012)72-03-81  
Калуга   (4842)92-23-67    
Кемерово   (3842)65-04-62    
Киров   (8332)68-02-04    
Краснодар   (861)203-40-90   
Красноярск   (391)204-63-61   
Курск   (4712)77-13-04    
Липецк   (4742)52-20-81 

Магнитогорск   (3519)55-03-13    
Москва   (495)268-04-70    
Мурманск   (8152)59-64-93    
Набережные Челны  (8552)20-53-41  
Нижний Новгород  (831)429-08-12   
Новокузнецк  (3843)20-46-81   
Новосибирск   (383)227-86-73    
Омск   (3812)21-46-40    
Орел   (4862)44-53-42    
Оренбург   (3532)37-68-04    
Пенза   (8412)22-31-16 

Пермь   (342)205-81-47    
Ростов-на-Дону   (863)308-18-15   
Рязань   (4912)46-61-64   
Самара  (846)206-03-16    
Санкт-Петербург   (812)309-46-40  
Саратов   (845)249-38-78    
Севастополь   (8692)22-31-93   
Симферополь   (3652)67-13-56   
Смоленск   (4812)29-41-54    
Сочи   (862)225-72-31   
Ставрополь   (8652)20-65-13    

Сургут   (3462)77-98-35   
Тверь   (4822)63-31-35    
Томск   (3822)98-41-53    
Тула   (4872)74-02-29   
Тюмень   (3452)66-21-18   
Ульяновск   (8422)24-23-59   
Уфа   (347)229-48-12   
Хабаровск   (4212)92-98-04  
Челябинск   (351)202-03-61  
Череповец   (8202)49-02-64  
Ярославль   (4852)69-52-93 

http://www.johnson.nt-rt.ru || jns@nt-rt.ru 

 

СИЛОВОЙ СПРОТИНВЕНТАРЬ 
Техническое описание  

 
  

 
PowerBlock U33 Dumbbells Column Stand 
This stand should be used with any PowerBlock model that offers adder weights with the handles, as it has adder 
weight ports on the top of stand to store the adder weights when not in handles.  

PowerBlock U33 Stage II Kit (21-33 lb Add-On) Pair 
Combine with the U33 Stage II Kit, has weight range from 3-33 lbs, replaces 25 pairs of dumbbells or 866 
lbs of free weights. 

PowerBlock U33 Dumbbells Stage I (1lb - 21lb) Pair 
Quick and convenient, the PowerBlock U33 set replaces 15 sets of "conventional" dumbbells. 

PowerBlock U90 Dumbbells Stage I (5lb - 50lb) Pair 
Replaces 16 sets of dumbbells with one convenient space saving option. 

 

Black Kettlebell 
Russian classic design, urethane coated Kettlebell ranging from 5 to 100 pounds to match the needs of the rapidity 
growing army of Kettlebell enthusiasts for home use or for the health clubs where they may train.  

Body-Solid Olympic Plate Tree & Bar Holder 
Body-Solid Olympic Plate Tree & Bar Holder - Features & Specifications * 2 Olympic bar holders included. * Ideal for 
home and commercial use. * 40"H x 20"L x 23"W   

Body-Solid Dual Dumbbell & Kettlebell Rack 
 



Dual Dumbbell & Kettlebell Rack | RackConfigurable weight platforms flip to hold either dumbbells or kettlebellsKeep 
your workout area organized, clean and, most importantly, safe. Our weight trees and dumbbell racks can be placed 
against any wall or centered in a room. Nobody builds stronger or more space efficient storage units. Heavy gauge 
steel with all-4-side welded construction is deburred inside and out for user safety.   

Body-Solid Exercise Balls - 45cm 
Body-Solid Exercise Balls 45cm, Get rolling on your core strength and stability! Body Solid Tools Exercise Balls 
provide a simple but effective way to focus on core strength and stability. Physical therapists have used exercise balls 
for years to strengthen the abs and back while improving balance and stability. Body Solid's anti-burst exercise balls 
are sized right to fit your height and are equally suitable for light commercial and home use.   

Body-Solid Exercise Balls - 55cm 
Body-Solid Exercise Balls 55cm, Get rolling on your core strength and stability! Body Solid Tools Exercise Balls 
provide a simple but effective way to focus on core strength and stability. Physical therapists have used exercise balls 
for years to strengthen the abs and back while improving balance and stability. Body Solid's anti-burst exercise balls 
are sized right to fit your height and are equally suitable for light commercial and home use.   

Body-Solid Exercise Balls - 65cm 
Body-Solid Exercise Balls 65cm, Get rolling on your core strength and stability! Body Solid Tools Exercise Balls 
provide a simple but effective way to focus on core strength and stability. Physical therapists have used exercise balls 
for years to strengthen the abs and back while improving balance and stability. Body Solid's anti-burst exercise balls 
are sized right to fit your height and are equally suitable for light commercial and home use.   

Body-Solid Exercise Balls - 75cm 
Body-Solid Exercise Balls 75cm, Get rolling on your core strength and stability! Body Solid Tools Exercise Balls 
provide a simple but effective way to focus on core strength and stability. Physical therapists have used exercise balls 
for years to strengthen the abs and back while improving balance and stability. Body  

Body-Solid Power Dumbbell Hooks 
Body-Solid Power Dumbbell Hooks Eliminate clumsy starts to your favorite dumbbell exercisesPowerHooks eliminate 
clumsy or awkward starts to your favorite dumbbell exercises. Simply secure your dumbbells to the PowerHooks and 
hang them on any crossbar or barbell for easy and convenient access. Leather strap secures the dumbbells and acts 
as a comfortable hand grip 

Body-Solid Dual-Grip Medicine Ball - 6 lbs 
Body-Solid Dual-Grip Medicine Balls. Get a handle on your daily fitness routine. Available in 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 18 and 
20 lbs.Body Solid Tools Dual-Grip Medicine Balls can be used for both one-handed and two-handed exercises and 
are ideal for replicating a number of sports movements. They are also very efficient when used in conjunction with 
exercises targeting the abdominals and obliques. Body Solid adds durable rubber, easy-grip handles to offer you a 
sure-handed solution to your daily workout routine.   

Body-Solid Dual-Grip Medicine Ball - 8 lbs 
Body-Solid Dual-Grip Medicine Balls. Get a handle on your daily fitness routine. Available in 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 18 and 
20 lbs.Body Solid Tools Dual-Grip Medicine Balls can be used for both one-handed and two-handed exercises and 
are ideal for replicating a number of sports movements. They are also very efficient when used in conjunction with 
exercises targeting the abdominals and obliques. Body Solid adds durable rubber, easy-grip handles to offer you a 
sure-handed solution to your daily workout routine.   



Body-Solid Dual-Grip Medicine Ball - 10 lbs 
Body-Solid Dual-Grip Medicine Balls. Get a handle on your daily fitness routine. Available in 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 18 and 
20 lbs.Body Solid Tools Dual-Grip Medicine Balls can be used for both one-handed and two-handed exercises and 
are ideal for replicating a number of sports movements. They are also very efficient when used in conjunction with 
exercises targeting the abdominals and obliques. Body Solid adds durable rubber, easy-grip handles to offer you a 
sure-handed solution to your daily workout routine. Learn More 

Body-Solid Dual-Grip Medicine Ball - 12 lbs 
Body-Solid Dual-Grip Medicine Balls. Get a handle on your daily fitness routine. Available in 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 18 and 
20 lbs.Body Solid Tools Dual-Grip Medicine Balls can be used for both one-handed and two-handed exercises and 
are ideal for replicating a number of sports movements. They are also very efficient when used in conjunction with 
exercises targeting the abdominals and obliques. Body Solid adds durable rubber, easy-grip handles to offer you a 
sure-handed solution to your daily workout routine.   

Body-Solid Dual-Grip Medicine Ball - 14 lbs 
Body-Solid Dual-Grip Medicine Balls. Get a handle on your daily fitness routine. Available in 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 18 and 
20 lbs.Body Solid Tools Dual-Grip Medicine Balls can be used for both one-handed and two-handed exercises and 
are ideal for replicating a number of sports movements. They are also very efficient when used in conjunction with 
exercises targeting the abdominals and obliques. Body Solid adds durable rubber, easy-grip handles to offer you a 
sure-handed solution to your daily workout routine 

Body-Solid Dual-Grip Medicine Ball - 16 lbs 
Body-Solid Dual-Grip Medicine Balls. Get a handle on your daily fitness routine. Available in 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 18 and 
20 lbs.Body Solid Tools Dual-Grip Medicine Balls can be used for both one-handed and two-handed exercises and 
are ideal for replicating a number of sports movements. They are also very efficient when used in conjunction with 
exercises targeting the abdominals and obliques. Body Solid adds durable rubber, easy-grip handles to offer you a 
sure-handed solution to your daily workout routine 

Body-Solid Dual-Grip Medicine Ball - 18 lbs 
Body-Solid Dual-Grip Medicine Balls. Get a handle on your daily fitness routine. Available in 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 18 and 
20 lbs.Body Solid Tools Dual-Grip Medicine Balls can be used for both one-handed and two-handed exercises and 
are ideal for replicating a number of sports movements. They are also very efficient when used in conjunction with 
exercises targeting the abdominals and obliques. Body Solid adds durable rubber, easy-grip handles to offer you a 
sure-handed solution to your daily workout routine.   

Body-Solid Dual-Grip Medicine Ball - 20 lbs 
Body-Solid Dual-Grip Medicine Balls. Get a handle on your daily fitness routine. Available in 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 18 and 
20 lbs.Body Solid Tools Dual-Grip Medicine Balls can be used for both one-handed and two-handed exercises and 
are ideal for replicating a number of sports movements. They are also very efficient when used in conjunction with 
exercises targeting the abdominals and obliques. Body Solid adds durable rubber, easy-grip handles to offer you a 
sure-handed solution to your daily workout routine 

Body-Solid Medicine Ball - 2 lbs (Purple) 
Body-Solid Medicine Balls Wrap a total conditioning routine into a tight little ball. Available in 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 and 
16 lbs. increments.Body Solid Tools Medicine Balls add resistance to a variety of exercises and can be used to 
activate and strengthen core muscles that can be difficult to target during traditional training routines. Body Solid adds 
a textured grip and adjustable air pressure to bring modern functionality and flexibility to time-tested medicine ball 
exercises 



Body-Solid Medicine Ball - 4 lbs (Yellow) 
Body-Solid Medicine Balls Wrap a total conditioning routine into a tight little ball. Available in 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 and 
16 lbs. increments.Body Solid Tools Medicine Balls add resistance to a variety of exercises and can be used to 
activate and strengthen core muscles that can be difficult to target during traditional training routines. Body Solid adds 
a textured grip and adjustable air pressure to bring modern functionality and flexibility to time-tested medicine ball 
exercises 

Body-Solid Medicine Ball - 6 lbs (Aqua) 
Body-Solid Medicine Balls Wrap a total conditioning routine into a tight little ball. Available in 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 and 
16 lbs. increments.Body Solid Tools Medicine Balls add resistance to a variety of exercises and can be used to 
activate and strengthen core muscles that can be difficult to target during traditional training routines. Body Solid adds 
a textured grip and adjustable air pressure to bring modern functionality and flexibility to time-tested medicine ball 
exercises.   

Body-Solid Medicine Ball - 8 lbs (Red) 
Body-Solid Medicine Balls Wrap a total conditioning routine into a tight little ball. Available in 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 and 
16 lbs. increments.Body Solid Tools Medicine Balls add resistance to a variety of exercises and can be used to 
activate and strengthen core muscles that can be difficult to target during traditional training routines. Body Solid adds 
a textured grip and adjustable air pressure to bring modern functionality and flexibility to time-tested medicine ball 
exercises.   

Body-Solid Medicine Ball - 10 lbs (Blue) 
Body-Solid Medicine Balls Wrap a total conditioning routine into a tight little ball. Available in 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 and 
16 lbs. increments.Body Solid Tools Medicine Balls add resistance to a variety of exercises and can be used to 
activate and strengthen core muscles that can be difficult to target during traditional training routines. Body Solid adds 
a textured grip and adjustable air pressure to bring modern functionality and flexibility to time-tested medicine ball 
exercises.   

Body-Solid Medicine Ball - 12 lbs (Black) 
Body-Solid Medicine Balls Wrap a total conditioning routine into a tight little ball. Available in 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 and 
16 lbs. increments.Body Solid Tools Medicine Balls add resistance to a variety of exercises and can be used to 
activate and strengthen core muscles that can be difficult to target during traditional training routines. Body Solid adds 
a textured grip and adjustable air pressure to bring modern functionality and flexibility to time-tested medicine ball 
exercises.   

Body-Solid Medicine Ball - 14 lbs (Orange) 
Body-Solid Medicine Balls Wrap a total conditioning routine into a tight little ball. Available in 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 and 
16 lbs. increments.Body Solid Tools Medicine Balls add resistance to a variety of exercises and can be used to 
activate and strengthen core muscles that can be difficult to target during traditional training routines. Body Solid adds 
a textured grip and adjustable air pressure to bring modern functionality and flexibility to time-tested medicine ball 
exercises.   

Body-Solid Medicine Ball - 16 lbs (Orange) 
Body-Solid Medicine Balls Wrap a total conditioning routine into a tight little ball. Available in 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 and 
16 lbs. increments.Body Solid Tools Medicine Balls add resistance to a variety of exercises and can be used to 
activate and strengthen core muscles that can be difficult to target during traditional training routines. Body Solid adds 
a textured grip and adjustable air pressure to bring modern functionality and flexibility to time-tested medicine ball 
exercises 



Body-Solid Fitness Bar - 4 lbs (Orange) 
Body-Solid Fitness Bar - 4 lbs Raise the bar for a simple, effective workout in your own home. Available in 4, 6, 9, 12, 
15, 18, 24, 30 and 36 lb. increments.Body Solid Tools Fitness Bars are ideally suited for a wide range individual or 
group exercises, physical therapy, aerobics, yoga and Pilates. With durable rubber construction for a secure, 
comfortable grip and color-coded rubber ends for easily grabbing the right weight (4lb. to 36 lbs.), Body Solid has 
raised the bar for increasing stability, core strength and endurance in the comfort and convenience of your own home.   

Body-Solid Fitness Bar - 6 lbs (Light Purple) 
Body-Solid Fitness Bar 6 lbs Raise the bar for a simple, effective workout in your own home. Available in 4, 6, 9, 12, 
15, 18, 24, 30 and 36 lb. increments.Body Solid Tools Fitness Bars are ideally suited for a wide range individual or 
group exercises, physical therapy, aerobics, yoga and Pilates. With durable rubber construction for a secure, 
comfortable grip and color-coded rubber ends for easily grabbing the right weight (4lb. to 36 lbs.), Body Solid has 
raised the bar for increasing stability, core strength and endurance in the comfort and convenience of your own home.   

Body-Solid Fitness Bar - 9 lbs (Yellow) 
Body-Solid Fitness Bar 12 lbs Raise the bar for a simple, effective workout in your own home. Available in 4, 6, 9, 12, 
15, 18, 24, 30 and 36 lb. increments.Body Solid Tools Fitness Bars are ideally suited for a wide range individual or 
group exercises, physical therapy, aerobics, yoga and Pilates. With durable rubber construction for a secure, 
comfortable grip and color-coded rubber ends for easily grabbing the right weight (4lb. to 36 lbs.), Body Solid has 
raised the bar for increasing stability, core strength and endurance in the comfort and convenience of your own home. 

Body-Solid Fitness Bar - 12 lbs (Green) 
Body-Solid Fitness Bar 12 lbs Raise the bar for a simple, effective workout in your own home. Available in 4, 6, 9, 12, 
15, 18, 24, 30 and 36 lb. increments.Body Solid Tools Fitness Bars are ideally suited for a wide range individual or 
group exercises, physical therapy, aerobics, yoga and Pilates. With durable rubber construction for a secure, 
comfortable grip and color-coded rubber ends for easily grabbing the right weight (4lb. to 36 lbs.), Body Solid has 
raised the bar for increasing stability, core strength and endurance in the comfort and convenience of your own home.   

Body-Solid Fitness Bar - 15 lbs (Red) 
Body-Solid Fitness Bar 15 lbs Raise the bar for a simple, effective workout in your own home. Available in 4, 6, 9, 12, 
15, 18, 24, 30 and 36 lb. increments.Body Solid Tools Fitness Bars are ideally suited for a wide range individual or 
group exercises, physical therapy, aerobics, yoga and Pilates. With durable rubber construction for a secure, 
comfortable grip and color-coded rubber ends for easily grabbing the right weight (4lb. to 36 lbs.), Body Solid has 
raised the bar for increasing stability, core strength and endurance in the comfort and convenience of your own home.   

Body-Solid Fitness Bar - 18 lbs (Blue) 
Body-Solid Fitness Bar 18 lbs Raise the bar for a simple, effective workout in your own home. Available in 4, 6, 9, 12, 
15, 18, 24, 30 and 36 lb. increments.Body Solid Tools Fitness Bars are ideally suited for a wide range individual or 
group exercises, physical therapy, aerobics, yoga and Pilates. With durable rubber construction for a secure, 
comfortable grip and color-coded rubber ends for easily grabbing the right weight (4lb. to 36 lbs.), Body Solid has 
raised the bar for increasing stability, core strength and endurance in the comfort and convenience of your own home.   

Body-Solid Fitness Bar - 24 lbs (Dark Purple) 
Body-Solid Fitness Bar 24 lbs Raise the bar for a simple, effective workout in your own home. Available in 4, 6, 9, 12, 
15, 18, 24, 30 and 36 lb. increments.Body Solid Tools Fitness Bars are ideally suited for a wide range individual or 
group exercises, physical therapy, aerobics, yoga and Pilates. With durable rubber construction for a secure, 
comfortable grip and color-coded rubber ends for easily grabbing the right weight (4lb. to 36 lbs.), Body Solid has 
raised the bar for increasing stability, core strength and endurance in the comfort and convenience of your own home.   



Body-Solid Fitness Bar - 30 lbs (Magenta) 
Body-Solid Fitness Bar 30 lbs Raise the bar for a simple, effective workout in your own home. Available in 4, 6, 9, 12, 
15, 18, 24, 30 and 36 lb. increments.Body Solid Tools Fitness Bars are ideally suited for a wide range individual or 
group exercises, physical therapy, aerobics, yoga and Pilates. With durable rubber construction for a secure, 
comfortable grip and color-coded rubber ends for easily grabbing the right weight (4lb. to 36 lbs.), Body Solid has 
raised the bar for increasing stability, core strength and endurance in the comfort and convenience of your own home.   

Body-Solid Fitness Bar - 36 lbs (Light Gray) 
Body-Solid Fitness Bar 36 lbs - Raise the bar for a simple, effective workout in your own home. Available in 4, 6, 9, 12, 
15, 18, 24, 30 and 36 lb. increments.Body Solid Tools Fitness Bars are ideally suited for a wide range individual or 
group exercises, physical therapy, aerobics, yoga and Pilates. With durable rubber construction for a secure, 
comfortable grip and color-coded rubber ends for easily grabbing the right weight (4lb. to 36 lbs.), Body Solid has 
raised the bar for increasing stability, core strength and endurance in the comfort and convenience of your own home.   

Body-Solid 40 Inch 3-Tier Dumbbell Rack 
Body-Solid 40 Inch 3-Tier Dumbbell Rack, Keep your workout area organized, clean and, most importantly, safe. Our 
weight trees and dumbbell racks can be placed against any wall or centered in a room. Nobody builds stronger or 
more space efficient storage units. Heavy gauge steel with all-4-side welded construction is deburred inside and out 
for user safety. Holds one (1) pair each of 5-50 lb. hex dumbbells.   

Body-Solid GDKR50 - 3 Pair Kettlebell Rack 
The Body-Solid GDKR50 Kettlebell Rack is designed for compact kettlebell storage, and provides storage for 6 total 
kettlebells. The GDKR50 stores any size kettlebell from 5lbs to 50lbs. Three offset shelves provide easy access for all 
6 kettlebells. The modern design complements any fitness room. The perfect companion for your Body Solid 
kettlebells, the GDKR50 is compact, stable and affordable.   

Body-Solid Bumper Plate Rack 
The GBPR10 Rubber Bumper Plate Rack is a great solution for your bumper plate storage needs. Keep your workout 
facility organized and safe with the full commercial GBPR10. This rack has eight 4" wide plate slots for versatile 
bumper plate storage for any commercial gym, high school, college , military and power lifting setting.   

Body-Solid Rubber Grip Olympic Plate - 10 lbs. 
Body-Solid Rubber (urethane) Grip Olympic 10 lb. Plates surpasses all others in quality, accuracy, reliability and 
price.   

Body-Solid Rubber Grip Olympic Plate - 25 lbs. 
Body-Solid Rubber (urethane) Grip Olympic 25 lb. Plates surpasses all others in quality, accuracy, reliability and 
price.   

Body-Solid Rubber Grip Olympic Plate - 35 lbs. 
Body-Solid Rubber (urethane) Grip Olympic 35 lb. Plates surpasses all others in quality, accuracy, reliability and 
price.   

Body-Solid Rubber Grip Olympic Plate - 45 lbs. 
Body-Solid Rubber (urethane) Grip Olympic 45 lb. Plates surpasses all others in quality, accuracy, reliability and price 



Body-Solid GDR24 12 pair Vertical Dumbbell Rack 
Keep your dumbbells close at hand with the all-new Body-Solid Tools GDR24 12-Pair Vertical Dumbbell Rack. Learn 
more about the Body-Solid Tools GDR24 12-Pair Vertical Dumbbell Rack 

GoFit 2 lbs Neoprene Dumbell 
The GoFit Hex head 2 lbs Neoprene Coated Dumbbell is a great addition to your strength training arsenal. Learn more 
about the GoFit Hex head 2 lbs Neoprene Coated Dumbbell.   

GoFit 3 lbs Neoprene Dumbell 
The GoFit Hex head 3 lbs Neoprene Coated Dumbbell is a great addition to your strength training arsenal. Learn more 
about the GoFit Hex head 3 lbs Neoprene Coated Dumbbell.   

GoFit 6 lbs 10-inch Mini Wall Ball 
GoFit's 10 inch, 6 lbs Mini Wall Ball performs like our standard Wall Ball, but in a compact size with reduced weights. 
Learn more about the GoFit's 10 inch Mini Wall Ball.   

GoFit 8 lbs 10-inch Mini Wall Ball 
GoFit's 10 inch, 8 lbs Mini Wall Ball performs like our standard Wall Ball, but in a compact size with reduced weights. 
Learn more about the GoFit's 10 inch Mini Wall Ball.   

GoFit 10 lbs 10-inch Mini Wall Ball 
GoFit's 10 inch, 10 lbs Mini Wall Ball performs like our standard Wall Ball, but in a compact size with reduced weights. 
Learn more about the GoFit's 10 inch Mini Wall Ball.   

GoFit 12 lbs 13-inch Wall Ball 
Whether you are a cross training enthusiast or looking to enhance your strength, the GoFit Wall Ball increases the 
intensity of explosive. Learn more about the GoFit's 12 lb, 13 inch Wall Ball.   

GoFit 16 lbs 13-inch Wall Ball 
Whether you are a cross training enthusiast or looking to enhance your strength, the GoFit Wall Ball increases the 
intensity of explosive. Learn more about the GoFit's 16 lb 13-inch Wall Ball.   

GoFit 20 lbs 13-inch Wall Ball 
Whether you are a cross training enthusiast or looking to enhance your strength, the GoFit Wall Ball increases the 
intensity of explosive. Learn more about the GoFit's 20 lb 13-inch Wall Ball.   

GoFit 25 lbs 13-inch Wall Ball 
Whether you are a cross training enthusiast or looking to enhance your strength, the GoFit Wall Ball increases the 
intensity of explosive. Learn more about the GoFit's 25 lb 13-inch Wall Ball.   

12 lb Hex (Pair) 
Hex Iron Dumbbells: Heads are cast completely around and through two high carbon Roll Pins permanently 
embedded in the steel handles. No matter how much they're abused, they won't break. Specially designed hexagonal 
shape prevents rolling and assures safer workouts. Raised silver numbers for easy readability and quick selection. All 



edges and corners are ground smooth for safe handling. Cast from ASTM grade 20, the highest quality gray iron 
casting available. 15 to 100 lb. dumbbells feature extra-thick, stress proof, knurled steel alloy handles 

15 lb Hex (Pair) 
Hex Iron Dumbbells: Heads are cast completely around and through two high carbon Roll Pins permanently 
embedded in the steel handles. No matter how much they're abused, they won't break. Specially designed hexagonal 
shape prevents rolling and assures safer workouts. Raised silver numbers for easy readability and quick selection. All 
edges and corners are ground smooth for safe handling. Cast from ASTM grade 20, the highest quality gray iron 
casting available. 15 to 100 lb. dumbbells feature extra-thick, stress proof, knurled steel alloy handles 

20 lb Hex (Pair) 
Hex Iron Dumbbells: Heads are cast completely around and through two high carbon Roll Pins permanently 
embedded in the steel handles. No matter how much they're abused, they won't break. Specially designed hexagonal 
shape prevents rolling and assures safer workouts. Raised silver numbers for easy readability and quick selection. All 
edges and corners are ground smooth for safe handling. Cast from ASTM grade 20, the highest quality gray iron 
casting available. 15 to 100 lb. dumbbells feature extra-thick, stress proof, knurled steel alloy handles.   

30 lb Hex (Pair) 
Hex Iron Dumbbells: Heads are cast completely around and through two high carbon Roll Pins permanently 
embedded in the steel handles. No matter how much they're abused, they won't break. Specially designed hexagonal 
shape prevents rolling and assures safer workouts. Raised silver numbers for easy readability and quick selection. All 
edges and corners are ground smooth for safe handling. Cast from ASTM grade 20, the highest quality gray iron 
casting available. 15 to 100 lb. dumbbells feature extra-thick, stress proof, knurled steel alloy handles 

35 lb Hex (Pair) 
Hex Iron Dumbbells: Heads are cast completely around and through two high carbon Roll Pins permanently 
embedded in the steel handles. No matter how much they're abused, they won't break. Specially designed hexagonal 
shape prevents rolling and assures safer workouts. Raised silver numbers for easy readability and quick selection. All 
edges and corners are ground smooth for safe handling. Cast from ASTM grade 20, the highest quality gray iron 
casting available. 15 to 100 lb. dumbbells feature extra-thick, stress proof, knurled steel alloy handles.   

40 lb Hex (Pair) 
Hex Iron Dumbbells: Heads are cast completely around and through two high carbon Roll Pins permanently 
embedded in the steel handles. No matter how much they're abused, they won't break. Specially designed hexagonal 
shape prevents rolling and assures safer workouts. Raised silver numbers for easy readability and quick selection. All 
edges and corners are ground smooth for safe handling. Cast from ASTM grade 20, the highest quality gray iron 
casting available. 15 to 100 lb. dumbbells feature extra-thick, stress proof, knurled steel alloy handles.   

45 lb Hex (Pair) 
Hex Iron Dumbbells: Heads are cast completely around and through two high carbon Roll Pins permanently 
embedded in the steel handles. No matter how much they're abused, they won't break. Specially designed hexagonal 
shape prevents rolling and assures safer workouts. Raised silver numbers for easy readability and quick selection. All 
edges and corners are ground smooth for safe handling. Cast from ASTM grade 20, the highest quality gray iron 
casting available. 15 to 100 lb. dumbbells feature extra-thick, stress proof, knurled steel alloy handles 

50 lb Hex (Pair) 
Hex Iron Dumbbells: Heads are cast completely around and through two high carbon Roll Pins permanently 
embedded in the steel handles. No matter how much they're abused, they won't break. Specially designed hexagonal 
shape prevents rolling and assures safer workouts. Raised silver numbers for easy readability and quick selection. All 



edges and corners are ground smooth for safe handling. Cast from ASTM grade 20, the highest quality gray iron 
casting available. 15 to 100 lb. dumbbells feature extra-thick, stress proof, knurled steel alloy handles.   

1 lb Neoprene DB 
1 lb Neoprene DB The neoprene dumbbell is a Hampton original design. Back in 1996, Hampton Fitness was the first 
company to introduce the neoprene dumbbell and locking storage rack. With Hampton's new, smaller compact design 
and superior coating, the Neo-Hex Aerobic dumbbells quickly made the old vinyl dumbbell obsolete. A Hampton 
Original!   

2 lb Neoprene DB 
2 lb Neoprene DB The neoprene dumbbell is a Hampton original design. Back in 1996, Hampton Fitness was the first 
company to introduce the neoprene dumbbell and locking storage rack. With Hampton's new, smaller compact design 
and superior coating, the Neo-Hex Aerobic dumbbells quickly made the old vinyl dumbbell obsolete. A Hampton 
Original!   

3 lb Neoprene DB 
3 lb Neoprene DB The neoprene dumbbell is a Hampton original design. Back in 1996, Hampton Fitness was the first 
company to introduce the neoprene dumbbell and locking storage rack. With Hampton's new, smaller compact design 
and superior coating, the Neo-Hex Aerobic dumbbells quickly made the old vinyl dumbbell obsolete. A Hampton 
Original!   

5 lb Neoprene DB 
5 lb Neoprene DB The neoprene dumbbell is a Hampton original design. Back in 1996, Hampton Fitness was the first 
company to introduce the neoprene dumbbell and locking storage rack. With Hampton's new, smaller compact design 
and superior coating, the Neo-Hex Aerobic dumbbells quickly made the old vinyl dumbbell obsolete. A Hampton 
Original!   

8 lb Neoprene DB 
8 lb Neoprene DB The neoprene dumbbell is a Hampton original design. Back in 1996, Hampton Fitness was the first 
company to introduce the neoprene dumbbell and locking storage rack. With Hampton's new, smaller compact design 
and superior coating, the Neo-Hex Aerobic dumbbells quickly made the old vinyl dumbbell obsolete. A Hampton 
Original!   

10 lb Neoprene DB 
10 lb Neoprene DB The neoprene dumbbell is a Hampton original design. Back in 1996, Hampton Fitness was the first 
company to introduce the neoprene dumbbell and locking storage rack. With Hampton's new, smaller compact design 
and superior coating, the Neo-Hex Aerobic dumbbells quickly made the old vinyl dumbbell obsolete. A Hampton 
Original!   

Hoist - 50# Add for gyms 
Add two 50 pound weights to your V Series Home Gym for added strength training. 

Price of the weights will be added to the shopping cart when you order your personal gym. 

Hampton - Standard Spring Clip (Pair) 
Hampton Fitness' Standard Spring Lock Collar comes in pairs 
and is made of spring steel and has 1-inch diameter. 



Архангельск   (8182)63-90-72   
Астана   (7172)727-132   
Астрахань   (8512)99-46-04   
Барнаул   (3852)73-04-60   
Белгород   (4722)40-23-64    
Брянск   (4832)59-03-52   
Владивосток   (423)249-28-31   
Волгоград   (844)278-03-48   
Вологда   (8172)26-41-59   
Воронеж   (473)204-51-73   
Екатеринбург   (343)384-55-89 

Иваново   (4932)77-34-06    
Ижевск   (3412)26-03-58    
Казань   (843)206-01-48   
Калининград   (4012)72-03-81  
Калуга   (4842)92-23-67    
Кемерово   (3842)65-04-62    
Киров   (8332)68-02-04    
Краснодар   (861)203-40-90   
Красноярск   (391)204-63-61   
Курск   (4712)77-13-04    
Липецк   (4742)52-20-81 

Магнитогорск   (3519)55-03-13    
Москва   (495)268-04-70    
Мурманск   (8152)59-64-93    
Набережные Челны  (8552)20-53-41  
Нижний Новгород  (831)429-08-12   
Новокузнецк  (3843)20-46-81   
Новосибирск   (383)227-86-73    
Омск   (3812)21-46-40    
Орел   (4862)44-53-42    
Оренбург   (3532)37-68-04    
Пенза   (8412)22-31-16 

Пермь   (342)205-81-47    
Ростов-на-Дону   (863)308-18-15   
Рязань   (4912)46-61-64   
Самара  (846)206-03-16    
Санкт-Петербург   (812)309-46-40  
Саратов   (845)249-38-78    
Севастополь   (8692)22-31-93   
Симферополь   (3652)67-13-56   
Смоленск   (4812)29-41-54    
Сочи   (862)225-72-31   
Ставрополь   (8652)20-65-13    

Сургут   (3462)77-98-35   
Тверь   (4822)63-31-35    
Томск   (3822)98-41-53    
Тула   (4872)74-02-29   
Тюмень   (3452)66-21-18   
Ульяновск   (8422)24-23-59   
Уфа   (347)229-48-12   
Хабаровск   (4212)92-98-04  
Челябинск   (351)202-03-61  
Череповец   (8202)49-02-64  
Ярославль   (4852)69-52-93 

http://www.johnson.nt-rt.ru || jns@nt-rt.ru 


